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Name__________________________ Date____________________ 
 

Mastery Check III 
(To be given after concept 1.76 has been introduced and practiced.) 

 
 
Part I  Handwriting (Can be administered in a group) 

The teacher gives the student a piece of notebook paper.  The teacher 
dictates the following letters.  The teacher evaluates the formation and 
fluency of the letter shapes.  The teacher marks + for satisfactory and Ο 
for unsatisfactory. 

 
ck___  ir___  spr___  wi___  br___  fl___  xa___  bu___ wa___  bi___  wo___ 

 
 
Part II  Reading (Must be administered individually) 

The teacher gives the reading form to the student.  The student reads the 
words aloud.  The student may read silently before reading aloud.  The 
teacher marks + for correct and Ο for incorrect.  (No more than 2 errors on 
the word list and no more than 2 errors on the sentences) 

 
faster___ buckle___ better___ scampered___ ruffle___ orbit___ shamrock___ strive___  

 
landscape___ publishing___ mantis___ market___ steeple___ hustle___ hopping___  

 
starting___ temper___ content___ butter___ letter___ plastic___ 
 
rude___ hammered___ basket___ 

 
 

1. The lad wandered past the cliff. 
 
2. He stopped the endless banging on his little drum. 
 
3. The queen sat on her throne and barked orders. 
 
4. The shepherd herded the sheep into the pen and shut the gate. 
 
5. Sam rested in a hammock under the shade of a green tree. 

 
 
Part III Spelling (Can be administered in a group) 

The teacher gives student a piece of notebook paper.  The teacher 
dictates the words one at a time.  The student writes each word.  The 
teacher marks + for correct and Ο for incorrect. (No more than 3 errors) 

 
shark___  herd___  bumble___  stork___  market___  orbit___  shipping___ 

 
cube___  madder___  jungle___  handle___  born___  slope___  fattest___ 

 
muffin___  bubble___  five___  shape___  ladder___  sparkle___ 
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Reading – Mastery Check III 

 

 
 

faster buckle better 
 

scampered ruffle orbit  
 

shamrock strive landscape 
 

publishing mantis market 
 

steeple hustle hopping 
 

starting temper content 
 

butter letter plastic 
 

rude hammered basket 
 
 
1. The lad wandered past the cliff. 

 
2. He stopped the endless banging on his little drum. 

 
3. The queen sat on her throne and barked orders. 

 
4. The shepherd herded the sheep into the pen and 

shut the gate. 
 

5. Sam rested in a hammock under the shade of a 
green tree. 

 


